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Abstrat
We address two nite size eets in perpendiular transport through multilayers of ferromag-
neti (F) and normal metal (N) layers: (i) the transport properties depend on the magneti layer
thikness when of the order or thinner than the spin-ip diusion length and (ii) magneti layers
with thikness approahing the magneti oherene length beome transparent for spin urrents
polarized perpendiular to the magnetization. We use magnetoeletroni iruit theory to investi-
gate both eets on angular magnetoresistane (aMR) and spin transfer torque in perpendiular
spin valves. We analyze reent aMR experiments to determine the spin-ip diusion length in the
ferromagnet (Py) as well as the Py|Co interfae spin-mixing ondutane and propose a method to
measure the ferromagneti oherene length.
PACS numbers:
1
I. INTRODUCTION
Sine the disovery of the giant magnetoresistane (GMR)
1
eletron transport in mag-
neti metalli heterostrutures has been studied intensively and with onsiderable progress.
The eld developed from studies of large area multilayers of ferromagneti (F) and normal
metals (N) in whih the urrent ows in the plane of the interfaes (CIP) to nanostrutures
with urrent perpendiular to the planes (CPP).
2
Current-indued magnetization exitation
has been predited for perpendiular F|N|F spin valves3,4 and subsequently observed.5,6,7,8
In these experiments applied urrents exite a spin aumulation in the normal metal spaer
that exerts a torque on the ferromagnets. When this torque overomes the damping, the
magnetization starts to preess oherently, possibly leading to a omplete magnetization
reversal.
9
By ts of the parameters of the diusion equation
10
to a wealth of experimental
data of the GMR in CPP struture, the spin-dependent interfae and bulk material re-
sistanes of the most important transition metal ombinations are well known by now.
2,11
First-priniples alulations in general agree well with the experimental values.
12
Also in
view of possible appliations for swithing purposes in magneti random aess memories,
a omparably aurate modeling of the spin torque as a funtion of material ombinations
and applied bias is desirable.
Physially, the spin-transfer torque is a onsequene of angular momentum onservation
when a spin urrent polarized transverse to the magnetization diretion is absorbed at the
magneti interfae.
13
The transverse spin urrent an penetrate the ferromagnet up to a
skin depth equal to the ferromagneti oherene length λc = π/
∣∣kF↑ − kF↓ ∣∣ . In transition
metals λc is muh smaller than all other length sales suh as spin-diusion length or mean-
free path.
14,15,16
When the ferromagneti layer thikness dF ≫ λc the spin-transfer torque
is a pure interfae property governed by the so-alled spin-mixing ondutane,
17
whih is
aessible to rst priniples alulations.
18
An exellent method to measure the torque and mixing ondutane is the normalized
angular magnetoresistane (aMR) of perpendiular F|N|F spin valves19,20,21
aMR (θ) =
R (θ)− R (0)
R (π)− R (0)
, (1)
where R (θ) is eletri resistane when the two magnetizations are rotated by an angle θ
with respet to eah other. Deviations of the aMR as a funtion of cos θ from a straight
line are proof of a nite mixing ondutane.
22
Systemati new measurements of the aMR
2
have been arried out reently by Urazhdin et al.
23
on Permalloy(Py)|Cu spin valves as a
funtion of the Py thiknesses.
Interesting eets suh as non-monotoni aMR, hange of sign of the spin-transfer torque
and strongly redued ritial urrents for magnetization reversal have been predited for
asymmetri spin valves.
24,25,26
Asymmetry here means that the two ferromagnets in the spin
valve are not equivalent for spin transport. This an be ahieved by dierent thiknesses
of the magnetially ative regions of otherwise idential ferromagneti ontats, but only
when the spin-ip diusion length in the ferromagnet lFsd is of the order or larger than one
of the magneti layer thiknesses. The magnetially soft Py is the material of hoie, but its
spin-ip diusion length is only lFsd
∼= 5 nm.11 Urazhdin et al.23 investigated spin valves with
ultrathin dF . l
F
sd, whih means that the analysis of these experiments requires solution of
the spin and harge diusion equation in the ferromagnet.
Detailed alulations for transition metals
16,27
onrm that a transverse spin urrent an
penetrate the ferromagnet over distanes . 1 nm as a onsequene of inomplete destru-
tive quantum interferene. Urazhdin et al. investigated spin valves with Py layers of suh
thiknesses, laiming to observe an eet of this transverse omponent on the aMR. In weak
ferromagnets like CuNi or PdNi alloys in whih λc may beome larger than the sattering
mean-free path, the transverse omponent of spin urrent and aumulation an be treated
semilassially.
28
It is shown below that an eetive ondutane parameter (mixing trans-
mission) an be introdued to parametrize transport in both regimes.
In this paper we treat the size eets related to dF . l
F
sd (Setion II) and dF . λc
(Setion III) (but λc muh smaller than the spin diusion length). In Setion II we apply
magnetoeletroni iruit theory
17
ombined with the diusion equation to the F|N|F|N
spin valves studied by Urazhdin et al.. We demonstrate that the angular magnetoresistane
provides a diret measure for the mixing ondutane
22
and nd that the non-monotoniity
in the aMR is indeed aused by the asymmetry as predited. For F|N|F|N|F strutures, that
are also of interest beause of their inreased spin torque,
29,30
we obtain several analytial
results. The approah from Setion II is generalized in Setion III allowing us to treat
ultrathin ferromagneti layers or weak ferromagnets.
27,31,32
We nd that there should be no
measurable eets of λc on the aMR in F|N|F|N strutures, but predit that the torque
ating on the thin layer is modied. We proeed to onlude that the oherene length
should be observable in the aMR of F|N|F|N|F strutures. Finally, we propose a set-up to
3
measure the ferromagneti oherene length in a three-terminal devie.
II. MAGNETOELECTRONIC CIRCUIT THEORY AND DIFFUSION EQUATION
FOR SPIN VALVES
In this Setion we assume that λc ≪ dF . In Part A we reapitulate some old results:
the magnetoeletroni iruit theory for spin valves, with emphasis on the inlusion of the
spin-ip diusion in the ferromagneti layers when the ferromagneti layer thikness dF is
of the same order as the spin-ip diusion length in the ferromagnet lFsd. In Part B we apply
these results to reent experiments by Urazhdin et al. in whih we an disregard spin-ip in
the Cu spaers. In Part C we present new results for symmetri F|N|F|N|F strutures.
A. Magnetoeletroni iruit theory and diusion equation
Magnetoeletroni iruit theory
14
has been designed to desribe harge and spin trans-
port in disordered or haoti multi-terminal ferromagnet-normal metal hybrid systems with
non-ollinear magnetizations. The material parameters of the theory are the bulk and inter-
fae spin-dependent ondutanes, as well a the so-alled interfae spin-mixing ondutane
G↑↓. For spin valves, iruit theory an be shown to be equivalent to a diusion equation
when ImG↑↓ ≈ 0, whih is usually the ase for intermetalli interfaes.
24
When the thikness
of the ferromagneti metal layer d≫ lFsd, the layer bulk resistane an be eetively replaed
by that of a magnetially ative region lose to the interfae of thikness lFsd. When onneted
to a reservoir or other type of spin sink, the eetive thikness beomes lFsd tanh(dF/l
F
sd).
24
The aMR for general N|F|N|F|N strutures with ImG↑↓ = 0 as derived previously
24
reads
ℜ(θ) = R↑↓ +R1 +R2 −
R↑↓(R1− + αR2−)
2 + (1− α2)(R21−R2 +R
2
2−(R1 +R↑↓))
(R↑↓ +R1)(R↑↓ +R2)− α2R1R2
. (2)
with α = cos θ, 4R1(2) = 1/G1(2)↑ + 1/G1(2)↓ − 2R↑↓, 4R1(2)− = 1/G1(2)↑ − 1/G1(2)↓, P1(2) =
R1(2)−/R1(2), and 2R↑↓ = 1/G1↑↓ + 1/G2↑↓, where G1(2)↑ and G1(2)↓ are ondutanes of the
left (right) ferromagnet inluding the left (right) normal layer, G1↑↓ and G2↑↓ are mixing
ondutanes of the middle normal metal with adjaent ferromagnet interfaes as shown in
Fig. 1. The torques felt by rst and seond ferromagneti layer beome
τ 1/I0 =
~
2e
1 +R↑↓/R1 − αP1/P2
(1 +R↑↓/R1)(1 +R↑↓/R2)− α2
m1 × (m2 ×m1) (3)
4
Figure 1: Denition of ondutanes G1(2)↑(↓) and mixing ondutanes G1(2)↑↓ for N|F|N|F|N
struture.
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τ 2/I0 = −
~
2e
1 +R↑↓/R2 − αP2/P1
(1 +R↑↓/R1)(1 +R↑↓/R2)− α2
m2 × (m1 ×m2) (4)
When we approximate the mixing ondutane 1/R↑↓ by the Sharvin ondutane of the
normal metal, Eqs. (3,4) oinide with the expressions in Ref. 33 for asymmetri N|F|N|F|N
spin valves with Λ2L(R) ≡ 2R1(2)/R↑↓ + 1, PL(R)Λ
2
L(R) = 2R1(2)−/R↑↓.
B. Extration of the mixing ondutane from experiment and asymmetri spin
valves
Most material parameters in iruit theory are those of the two-hannel resistor model.
They an be determined for the ollinear magneti ongurations, i.e. via the (binary) GMR.
The only additional parameters for the non-ollinear transport are the interfae mixing
ondutanes Gri↑↓, assumed here to be real. These an be found from a single parameter t
of the experimental aMR or from band struture alulations. A symmetri F|N|F struture
is most suitable to arry out this program. The thus obtained Gri↑↓ should be transferable
to other (asymmetri) strutures grown by equivalent tehniques. Urazhdin et al. tted
their experimental results for the normalized aMR by the simple formula
21
that follows from
iruit theory:
14
aMR(θ) =
1− cos θ
χ(1 + cos θ) + 2
, (5)
For symmetri juntions we identify χ = 2R/R↑↓ (see Eq. (18) in Ref. 24).
Urazhdin et al.
23
used the strutures Nb(150)Cu(20)FeMn(8)Py(d1)Cu(10)Py(d2)Cu(20)Nb(150),
where the numbers in brakets are the thiknesses in nm. The exhange bias antiferromag-
net FeMn is treated as a perfet spin sink, whih means that the eetive thikness of the
left Py layer beomes lFsd tanh(d1/l
F
sd) = 0.8lsd (d1 = 6 nm, l
F
sd = 5.5 nm). Note that this
5
devie is not exatly symmetri when d2 ≫ l
F
sd as d1 is not muh larger than l
F
sd. but the
alulated deviations from the tted mixing resistanes are smaller than the experimental
error bars. When we replae d1 by l
F
sd and d2 ≫ l
F
sd the sample is symmetri and the aMR
is well represented by Eq. (5) with χ = 1.96 (see Fig. 2).23
We an use the measured value of χ to derive the mixing ondutane 1/(AR↑↓) of an
interfae with area A by R↑↓ = 2R/χ. For omparison with rst priniples alulations for
point ontats based on the sattering theory of transport,
18
the Sharvin resistane of the
normal metal should be added
22
Rpc↑↓ = R↑↓ +Rsh
Using the notation:
AR = lsdρ
∗
Py + AR
∗
PyCu − AR↑↓/2
AR− = lsdρ
∗
PyβPy + AR
∗
PyCuγ
we may substitute the well established material parameters for bulk and interfae resistanes
of Cu|Py34 lsdρ
∗
Py = 1.4 fΩm
2
, lsd = 5.5 nm, AR
∗
PyCu = 0.5 fΩm
2
, βPy = 0.7, γ = 0.7,
disregarding the small bulk resistane of Cu whih led us to AR↑↓ = 1.3 fΩm
2
and η = 1.49.
This value of the mixing resistane is larger than the Sharvin resistane ARsh = 1/G =
0.878 fΩm2 of Cu used by Xiao et al.33 The point-ontat mixing resistane of the Cu|Py
interfae that should be ompared with band struture alulations is ARpc.↑↓ = 2.2 fΩm
2
,
somewhat smaller than that found in Ref. 22 (2.56 fΩm2). Both results are lose to the
band struture alulations
18
of the point-ontat mixing resistane for the disordered Cu|Co
interfae (2.4 fΩm2).
In Fig. 2 we ompare plots of Eq. (2) with experimental aMR urves for symmetri and
asymmetri F|N|F|N|S multilayers,35 identifying the following relations between parameters:
AR1 = lsdρ
∗
Py + AR
∗
PyCu − AR↑↓/2
AR2 = d2ρ
∗
Py + AR
∗
PyCu + ARPyNb − AR↑↓/2
AR1− = lsdρ
∗
PyβPy + AR
∗
PyCuγ
AR2− = d2ρ
∗
PyβPy + 2AR
∗
PyCuγ.
We assume that the spin urrent into the superondutor vanishes. The resistane between
the right ferromagnet and the right reservoir was taken to be ARPyNb = 5 fΩm
2
. This is
6
Figure 2: aMR of the F|N|F|N struture for two thiknesses of the right ferromagneti layer d2 =
0.27lsd, 2.2lsd (d1 > lsd). The lled (large d2) and open (small d2) squares are the experimental
data.
23
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Figure 3: Angular magnetoresistane ℜ(θ)−ℜ(0) of the F|N|F|N struture for dierent thiknesses
of the right ferromagneti layer d2 = 0.27lsd, 0.5lsd, 2lsd, 2.5lsd and ∞ (starting from the lower
urve respetively (d1 ≫ l
F
sd, ARPyNb = 3 fΩm
2
)).
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larger than the ARPyNb = 3 fΩm
2
reported in Ref. 34, but gives better agreement with the
experiment. We observe good ts in Fig. 2 niely reproduing the non-monotoni behavior
around zero angle.
In Fig. 3 we plot the angular magnetoresistane for dierent thiknesses of the right
Py layer, all relative to the parallel onguration, but not normalized to a relative sale
as above. The lower urve was obtained from Eq. (2), the others were alulated numeri-
ally solving the bulk layer spin-diusion equation in the ferromagnet. The non-monotoni
angular magnetoresistane disappears when the right ferromagneti layer beomes thiker
7
Figure 4: Angular magnetoresistane ℜ(θ)−ℜ(0) and spin-transfer torque on the left ferromagnet
for the F|N|F|N struture with right F-layer thikness d2 = 0.27lsd (ARPyNb →∞, τ0 = I0~/2e).
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and therefore the sample more symmetri. For the set of parameters in Fig. 3 the non-
monotoni behavior is rather weak but with iruit theory we an readily propose samples
that maximize the eet. The minimum of the angular magnetoresistane Eq. (2) at nite
θ1 that oinides with a zero of the spin-transfer torque on the left ferromagnet:
24,25
cos θ1 =
(R↑↓ +R1)R2−
R1−R2
. (6)
To observe the eet learly, cos θ1 should be small, whih an be ahieved by inreasing R2+,
e.g. by the resistane of the right-most normal metal (within the spin-ip diusion length).
In Fig. 4 we plot the angular magnetoresistane Eq. (2) and the spin-transfer torque on the
left ferromagnet Eqs. (3) when the resistane of the right ontat is ARPyNb →∞.
C. Analysis of symmetri F|N|F|N|F strutures
Our approah oers analyti results for symmetri F|N|F|N|F strutures when the outer
layers are thiker than lFsd. In Fig. 5 we plot the angular magnetoresistane when the
magnetizations of the outer layers are kept parallel for material parameters that are the
same as above and lose to set-up B from Ref. 23. When the middle layer thikness d3 ≫ l
F
sd
the angular magnetoresistane is equal to that of two symmetri F|N|F strutures in series.
The analytial formula for the angular magnetoresistane in the regime d3 ≪ l
F
sd is presented
in Appendix A. For d3 & 0.3l
F
sd we annot disregard spin ip in the middle layer and ompute
the resistanes numerially.
A symmetri F|N|F|N|F setup with antiparallel outer layers an inrease the torque.29
8
Figure 5: Angular magnetoresistane ℜ(θ)−ℜ(0) of the F|N|F|N|F struture for the middle F layer
thiknesses d = 0.27lsd, 0.5lsd, 2lsd, 2.5lsd and∞ (starting from the lower urve, respetively). The
parallel resistane is subtrated.
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Enhanement by a fator of 2 was reported by S. Nakamura et al.30. This result an be ob-
tained from the magnetoeletroni iruit theory (see also S. Nakamura et al., unpublished).
With a urrent bias I0, assuming d3 ≪ l
F
sd, we derived a simple formula (note the similarity
with the torque on the base ontat of the three-terminal spin ip transistor
22
):
τ/I0 =
~
2e
2R−| sin θ|
R↑↓ +R sin
2 θ
, (7)
without invoking the parameters of the middle layer. When d3 ≫ lsd we an divide system
into two F|N|F spin valves in series. Taking into aount Eq. (3), the torque an be written
down immediately:
τ/I0 = τFNF (θ)/I0 + τFNF (π − θ)/I0 (8)
=
~
2e
R−| sin θ|
R↑↓ +R(1 + cos θ)
+
~
2e
R−| sin θ|
R↑↓ +R(1− cos θ)
In Fig. 6 we plot results of these two analyti formulas as well as results of numeri alula-
tions for the ase d = 0.8lsd. Note that these urves are symmetri with respet to θ = π/2.
By the dashed line we plot the torque for the orresponding symmetri F|N|F struture.
III. COHERENT REGIME
Urazhdin et al.
23
's intentions to searh for oherene eets in ultrathin magneti layers
enouraged us to study the regime dF . λc. In this Setion we formulate the magnetoele-
troni iruit theory that inludes oherene eets in this regime in two and three terminal
9
Figure 6: The spin-transfer torque on the middle ferromagnet for the F|N|F|N|F struture for the
thikness of the middle layer d = 0.27lsd, 0.8lsd and 10lsd starting from the lower urve respetively
(by bold line), the same for the orresponding symmetri F|N|F struture (by dashed line), τ0 =
I0~/2e.
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multilayer strutures. Sine λc is only a ouple of monolayers, we are allowed to disregard
spin-ip and diuse sattering in the ferromagneti material bulk layers.
A. Extended magnetoeletroni iruit theory
We onsider an N1|F|N2 iruit element, hoosing the normal metals as nodes with a
possibly non-ollinear spin aumulation and the entire F layer inluding the interfaes
as resistive element (see Fig. 7). This allows us to treat the ferromagnet fully quantum
mehanially by sattering theory. The urrent through the ferromagnet depends on the
potential drop between and the spin aumulation in eah of the normal metal nodes. Spin
Is and harge I0 urrents an onveniently expressed as 2 × 2-matries in Pauli spin spae
Î = (1̂I0+ σ̂ · Is)/2, where σ̂ is the vetor or Pauli spin matries and 1̂ the 2×2 unit matrix.
On the normal metal side
14
in the region 2
Î =
e
h
{
∑
nm
[t̂′
nm
f̂N1(t̂′
nm
)† − δnmf̂
N2 + r̂nmf̂N2(r̂nm)†]} (9)
where r̂mn is the spin dependent reetion oeient for eletrons reeted from hannel
n into hannel m in the node 2, t̂′
mn
is the spin dependent transmission oeient for
eletrons transmitted from hannel n in the node 1 into hannel m in the node 2 and δnm is
10
Figure 7: A ontat through a thin ferromagnet between two normal metals nodes. The urrent is
evaluated in the node 2.
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the Kroneker delta symbol.
In the absene of spin ip proesses the matries r̂mn and t̂′
mn
should be diagonal in
spin spae provided the axis z is parallel to the magnetization of the ferromagnet (we are
free to hose this frame referene as it is more onvenient). Expressing the spin-dependent
distribution matries in nodes 1 and 2 via Pauli matries; f̂N = 1̂fN0 + σ̂f
N
s and the unit
vetor mz parallel to the axis z we obtain for spin and harge urrents in the node N2:
I0 = (G↑ +G↓)∆f
N
0 + (G↑ −G↓)∆f
N
s ·mz , (10)
Is = mz
[
(G↑ −G↓)∆f
N
0 + (G↑ +G↓)∆f
N
s
]
−2(mz × f
N2
s ×mz) ReG
rN2|F
↑↓ + 2(f
N2
s ×mz) ImG
rN2|F
↑↓
+2(mz × f
N1
s ×mz) ReG
tN1|N2
↑↓ − 2(f
N1
s ×mz) ImG
tN1|N2
↑↓ . (11)
where ∆fN0 = f
N1
0 − f
N2
0 and ∆f
N
s = f
N1
s − f
N2
s . This agrees with the result of Ref. 14
exept for the terms involving the mixing transmission:
27,31,32
G
rN2|F
↑↓ =
e2
h
∑
nm
(δnm − r
nm
↑
(
rnm↓
)∗
); G
tN1|N2
↑↓ =
e2
h
∑
nm
t′nm↑
(
t′nm↓
)∗
.
The torque ating on the magnetization through the interfae adjaent to N2 is the transverse
omponent of the spin urrent owing into the ferromagnet:
~τ 2 = −2(mz × f
N2
s ×mz) ReG
rN2|F
↑↓ + 2(f
N2
s ×mz) ImG
rN2|F
↑↓
+2(mz × f
N1
s ×mz) ReG
tN1|N2
↑↓ − 2(f
N1
s ×mz) ImG
tN1|N2
↑↓ . (12)
When two opposite diretion of the magnetization M and −M are equivalent for the
transport, we obtainG
tN1|N2
↑↓ = G
tN2|N1
↑↓ as a onsequene of time reversibility. This ondition
11
should hold in most ases (e.g. Stoner model is isotropi in spin spae). The mixing
transmission desribes the part of the transverse spin urrent that is not absorbed by the
ferromagnet and vanishes when the ferromagneti layer is thiker than the ferromagneti
oherene length λc.
27
It is omplex, its modulus representing the transmission probability
and the phase of the rotation of the transverse spin urrent by the ferromagneti exhange
eld. First-priniples alulations of Gr↑↓ and G
t
↑↓ have been arried out by Zwierzyki et
al.
27
showing small variation of the rst and non-vanishing value of the seond when the
ferromagneti layer beomes of the order of several monolayers.
B. Observation of ferromagneti oherene in transport experiments
In this setion we address oherene eets due to the transmission of transverse spin
urrents through ultrathin ferromagneti layers or weak ferromagnets. These eets should
be observable in Py strutures when dF . 1.5 nm. Band struture alulations show that in
Cu|Co|Cu strutures the mixing transmission an easily reah Gt↑↓ ≈ 0.1 (G↑ +G↓) for suh
thiknesses.
27
We may draw an important onlusion from the extended magnetoeletroni iruit the-
ory applied to general (asymmetri) N1|F1|N2|F2|N3 strutures: when the nodes are hosen
in the middle normal metal and in the outer normal metals at the points that onnet to
the baths, a possibly nite mixing transmission ompletely drops out of the harge trans-
port equations, i.e. the expressions remain exatly the same as those derived above for the
N1|F|N2 struture. For example, the harge and spin urrents from N1 (and similarly from
N3) into N2 read
I0 = (G
N1|N2
↑ +G
N1|N2
↓ )∆µ
N
0 + (G
N1|N2
↑ −G
N1|N2
↓ )∆µ
N
s ·mz (13)
Is = mz
[
(G
N1|N2
↑ −G
N1|N2
↓ )∆µ
N
0 + (G
N1|N2
↑ +G
N1|N2
↓ )∆µ
N
s
]
−2(m
z
× µN2s ×mz) ReG
rN2|F1
↑↓ + 2(µ
N2
s ×mz) ImG
rN2|F1
↑↓
+2(m
z
× µN1s ×mz) ReG
tN1|N2
↑↓ − 2(µ
N1
s ×mz) ImG
tN1|N2
↑↓ , (14)
where∆µN0 = µ
N1
0 −µ
N2
0 and∆µ
N
s = µ
N1
s −µ
N2
s desribe the potential and spin aumulation
drops between the left and the middle nodes. By onservation of spin and harge urrents
in the enter node, expression for aMR an be derived. However, the mixing transmission
12
does not appear in Eqs. (13,14) sine there is no spin aumulation in the outer nodes
(reservoirs). Ferromagnets thin enough to allow transmission of a transverse spin urrent
an therefore not be distinguished from onventional ones in the aMR. Our onlusions
therefore disagree with the laims of ferromagneti oherene eets in aMR experiments on
N|F|N|F|N strutures by Urazhdin et al..23
On the other hand, the torque on the thin ferromagnet F2 does hange:
~τ 2 = −2(mz × µ
N2
s ×mz) Re(G
rN2|F2
↑↓ −G
tN2|N3
↑↓ ) + 2(µ
N2
s ×mz) Im(G
rN2|F2
↑↓ −G
tN2|N3
↑↓ ).
A parameterization of the torque via a ombination G
rN2|F2
↑↓ − G
tN2|N3
↑↓ was found in Ref.
13 by random matrix theory, whih is equivalent with iruit theory when the number of
transverse hannels is large.
22
However these authors did not disuss their results in the limit
of thin ferromagneti layers. When ImGt↑↓ ≈ 0 and ImG
r
↑↓ ≈ 0, the torque τ oh ating on
the thin layer is modied from the inoherent expression τ as:
τ
oh
= τ (Gr↑↓ −G
t
↑↓)/G
r
↑↓. (15)
Naively one may expet that the redued absorption of the transverse spin aumulation
diminishes the torque, but this is not neessarily so (see Fig. 8). Sine the mixing trans-
mission may be negative, Eq. (15) shows that inreased torques are possible. This an be
understood as follows. A spin entering a ferromagnet will preess around an exhange eld
normal to its quantization axis. A negative mixing transmission ReGt↑↓ < 0 adds a phase
fator orresponding to a rotation over an angle π during transmission. The outgoing spin
then has a polarization opposite to the inoming one. The magnetization torque, i.e. the
dierene between in and outgoing spin urrents, onsequently inreases ompared to the
situation in whih the inoming transverse spin is absorbed as in thik ferromagneti layers.
In ontrast to N|F|N|F|N strutures, we nd that it is possible to observe Gt↑↓ in the aMR
of F|N|F|N|F devies. We study here the dependene of the aMR on the mixing transmission
in a Py based multilayer. In Fig. 9 we present the aMR for dierent mixing transmissions
in the middle layer of thikness dF = 0.27lsd. Unfortunately, it seems diult to obtain
quantitative values for the mixing transmission from experiments sine the dependene of
the aMR on Gt↑↓ is rather weak.
When the oherene length beomes larger than the sattering mean-free path, whih an
our in weak ferromagnets like PdNi or CuNi, the transverse spin aumulation should be
13
Figure 8: The torque on the thin right layer of thikness d = 0.27lsd for F|N|F struture. The
left layer has thikness d≫ lFsd. The urves starting from the lower one respetively, Re(1/G
t
↑↓) =
5fΩm2, Im(1/Gt↑↓) =∞; Re(1/G
t
↑↓) =∞, Im(1/G
t
↑↓t) = 5fΩm
2
; Re(1/Gt↑↓) =∞, Im(1/G
t
↑↓) =∞;
Re(1/Gt↑↓) = −5fΩm
2
, Im(1/Gt↑↓) =∞ (τ0 = I0~/2e).
Figure 9: aMR of F|N|F|N|F struture for the thikness of the middle layer d = 0.27lsd. Outer layers
are antiparallel with d ≫ lFsd. The urves starting from the lower one respetively, Re(1/G
t
↑↓) =
−5fΩm2, Im(1/Gt↑↓) = ∞; Re(1/G
t
↑↓) = ∞, Im(1/G
t
↑↓t) = 5fΩm
2
; Re(1/Gt↑↓) = ∞, Im(1/G
t
↑↓) =
∞; Re(1/Gt↑↓) = 5fΩm
2
, Im(1/Gt↑↓) =∞.
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treated by a diusion equation.
36
The result an be parametrized again in terms of a mixing
transmission, whih an subsequently be used in our iruit theory.
C. Three terminal devie for observation of oherene eets
Finally, we propose an experiment that should be more sensitive to ferromagneti o-
herene. We suggest the setup shown in Fig. 10 that is analogous to the spin-torque
transistor
37
and the magnetoeletroni spin-eho
32
onepts. A urrent through the antipar-
allel ferromagnets F1 and F2 exites a spin aumulation in the normal metal N1. This spin
14
aumulation an transmit F3 only when its thikness is less than λc. In that ase a spin
aumulation is indued in the upper normal metal N2 that an be deteted as a voltage
depending on the magnetization angle θ of the analyzing ferromagnet F4. We assume here
that N1 is smaller than its spin-ip diusion length (Cu is a good andidate with spin-
diusion lengths of up to a miron) suh that the spin aumulation is onstant under the
ontat to F3. Otherwise the signal at the ferromagnet F4 is diminished sine part of the
spin aumulation in N1 is lost due to spin-ip proesses.
When the Gt↑↓ of F3 is smaller than its G
r
↑↓ and ferromagnet F4 is not too leaky for the
spin urrent (e.g. onneted via a tunnel juntion) the spin aumulation in N2 an be
found from Eqs. (10,11) in terms of the spin aumulation in N1:
µS2 =
|µS1|
(ReGr↑↓)
2 + (ImGr↑↓)
2


0
ReGr↑↓ReG
t
↑↓ + ImG
r
↑↓ ImG
t
↑↓
ReGr↑↓ ImG
t
↑↓ − ImG
r
↑↓ReG
t
↑↓

 (16)
ImGr
↑↓
→0
≈
|µS1|
ReGr↑↓


0
ReGt↑↓
ImGt↑↓

 (17)
where Eq. (17) holds to a good approximation when the layer F3 is metalli. The spin
aumulation is indeed oherently rotated by the exhange eld in F3. The angle dependene
of the potential in F4 is U(θ) ≈ µS1P |G
t
↑↓| cos θ/
(
ReGr↑↓
)
with maximum along µS2, where
P is the polarization of the ontat N2|F4.
When the Gt↑↓ of F3 is not smaller than G
r
↑↓ (or the spin urrent leak into F4 is signiant),
the spin aumulation µS1 is aeted by µS2 and the nal expressions are more ompliated.
An angle dependene of U(θ) provides a diret proof of a nite mixing transmission. The
ferromagneti oherene length an be determined by repeating experiments for a number
of layer thiknesses of F3. Suh a diret experimental evidene should help to get a grip on
this important parameter λc.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we extrated the spin-mixing ondutane of a Py|Cu interfae from the ex-
perimental data of Urazhdin et al. using material parameters measured independently by the
15
Figure 10: An experimental setup to observe the mixing transmission and measure the ferromagneti
oherene length in ferromagnet F3. The spin aumulation ~µS2 in the normal metal N2 is measured
via the angular dependene of the potential U(θ) of the ferromagnet F4 that is weakly oupled to
N2.
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F4
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θ
µ S1
µ S2N2
x
y
zV/2 −V/2
U
MSU ollaboration. We nd good agreement with experiments on asymmetri F|N|F|N mul-
tilayers, reproduing quantitatively the non-monotoni aMR that we predited earlier.
24,25,26
Magnetoeletroni iruit theory together with the diusion equation is a onvenient tool
for the data analysis when the spin-ip diusion length in the ferromagnet is of the same
order as the layer thikness. We suggest arrying out urrent-indued magnetization reversal
experiments on samples that display the non-monotoni aMR sine we predit anomalous
magnetization trajetories due to a vanishing torque at nite magnetization angle.
24,25,26
We
also study the eets of the nite ferromagneti oherene length in ultrathin ferromagneti
lms or weak ferromagnets. For this purpose the magnetoeletroni iruit theory is ex-
tended to treat phase oherent transport in the ferromagnet. A oherene length that is
larger than the ferromagneti layer thikness does not modify the aMR of N|F|N|F|N stru-
tures, but a small eet should exist in F|N|F|N|F strutures. In ontrast, the spin-transfer
torque is aeted more strongly and may even be inreased by the spin-oherene when
the exhange eld rotates the transverse spin urrent polarization by the angle π. Finally,
we propose a three-terminal devie that should allow experimental determination of the
ferromagneti oherene length.
16
Appendix A: ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR F|N|F|N|F STRUCTURE.
The aMR of a F(↑)|N|F(θ)|N|F(↑ / ↓) CPP pillar an be desribed analytially when the
thik outer layers are parallel or antiparallel, respetively.
R(θ) = 2(R↑↓ +R) +RM
−
R↑↓(R
2
M− + 4R−(R− +RM−α)) + (2RMR
2
− +R
2
M−R)(1− α
2)
(R↑↓ +R)(2R↑↓ +RM )−RRMα2
, (A1)
R(θ) = 2(R↑↓ +R) +RM −
2R2−(1− α
2)
R↑↓ +R(1− α2)
−
2R2M−(R↑↓ +R(1− α
2))
(R↑↓ +R)(2R↑↓ +RM)− RRMα2
, (A2)
where α = cos θ, 4R + 2R↑↓ =
1
G↑
+ 1
G↓
, 4R− =
1
G↑
− 1
G↓
for the outer layers. The mixing
resistane for two interfaes adjaent to any normal metalR↑↓ =
1
Gr
↑↓
(we assume all interfaes
idential). For the middle layer 4RM =
1
G↑
+ 1
G↓
− 4R↑↓ , 4RM− =
1
G↑
− 1
G↓
.
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